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ABSTRACT
Down syndrome, or Trisomy 21, is an autosomal dominant chromosomal
aberration associated with an extra twenty-first chromosome. Down syndrome causes a
variety of physical and cognitive characteristics that make speech and language problems
probable Phonology is one such area in which disorders commonly occur for this
population As young children acquire the adult sound system, they commonly simplify
their productions through the use of phonological processes. Children with Down
syndrome use phonological processes for a longer period of time than the typically
developing child, often rendering their speech unintelligible.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical efficacy of a visualgestural cuing system for the remediation of phonological processes in the speech of
children with Down syndrome. The speech of the subjects was characterized by at least
t wo of the phonological processes for which cues had been developed The cues were
designed to represent the following phonological patterns: closed syllables, sequencing
consonants, backing, continuancy, liquidity, stridency, and sequencing syllables.
This study was a single subject design replicated across five subjects. An A,, B,,
BC, B2, A ,, D time-series design was selected and occurred during a period of 34
sessions. The first phase, a baseline phase (A, ), was followed by a cycled intervention
phase (B,). During the third phase (BC), the visual-gestural cues were introduced as a
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supplement to the cycled intervention of phase B, Two extinction phases followed The
first, B2, was a cycled intervention phase during which the visual-gestural cues were
withdrawn. The second, A2, was the post-treatment baseline phase during which all
treatment was withdrawn. A final baseline phase (D) occurred one month later
The Assessment of Phonological Processes - Revised (APP-R) was presented at
the outset of the study to determine the two most prevalent processes and to provide a
baseline measure of performance. The APP-R was also administered following the
completion of the visual-gestural cuing phase (BC) and following the completion of the
study (A2). Further measurements of performance included the collection of probe data,
which occurred during each of the six phases. Continuous measurements of performance
occurred only during the intervention phases (B,, BC, and B2). A questionnaire,
completed by the parent or caregiver at the conclusion of the study, was used as a
qualitative measure of performance.
Analysis of the quantitative and qualitative data demonstrated that intelligibility
improved significantly with the use of phonological intervention procedures. The visualgestural cuing system superimposed on the cycled intervention allowed the level of
intelligibility to rise beyond that attained with cycled intervention alone. Thus, the visualgestural cuing system was efficacious in remediating the targeted phonological processes
of these subjects. Based on these results, recommendations for further research were
proposed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
Down syndrome, or Trisomy 21, is an autosomal dominant chromosomal
aberration associated with an extra twenty-first chromosome. It is one of the most
common chromosomal abnormalities, with an estimated incidence of one in 700 live births
(de Grouchy & Truleau, 1984). Down syndrome causes a variety of physical and
cognitive characteristics that make speech and language problems probable. Low speech
intelligibility, or the inability to convey a clear oral message, is a frequent impairment in
children with Down syndrome (Kumin, 1994). Factors associated with Down syndrome
which influence intelligibility consist of the disorders of dysarthria, developmental verbal
apraxia, and phonology.
Phonology refers to the sound structure of language. The structure has two
components, a systematic repertoire of meaningful sounds or phonemes and a finite set of
rules defining how these phonemes can be arranged sequentially (Hodson & Paden, 1983).
The adult phonological system is acquired in a predictable developmental sequence.
According to Hodson and Paden (1991), simpler sounds and arrangements, such as the /p/
phoneme are acquired earlier than the more complex ones. Phonological processes, or the
simplification strategies children use during phonological development, are suppressed and
1
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modified as the child matures and his or her phonological system more closely
approximates the adult standard (Bemthal & Bankson, 1981). Children who continue to
simplify the adult phonological system beyond the expected developmental stage cannot
be easily understood by their listeners Those children with phonological systems which
deviate from the adult standard, to the extent that their speech is unintelligible, require
speech and language intervention. Remediation focuses on the promotion of phonological
patterns, or the adult phonological rule system of the child's native language (Dacquey,
1989).
Children with Down syndrome use phonological processes for a longer period of
time than the typically developing child (Kumin, 1994). Intervention is complicated by the
existence of dysarthria, a muscular disorder, and developmental verbal apraxia, a motor
programming disorder, which result in inconsistent speech productions. Multi-modaiity
intervention approaches, which provide the child with sensory and motor information,
have augmented the remediation of many disorders, such as autism, dyslexia, deafness, and
dyspraxia (Avery, 1990). The auditory, visual, tactile, and kinesthetic senses are utilized,
along with the motor system, as input modalities for speech information. Visual phonics
(Hill, 1985), a multi-sensory gestural system developed to represent single phonemes, is
presently being used in the remediation of articulation disorders. A visual and gestural
representation of a phonological pattern, or cue, may then enhance the acquisition of a
phonological rule or pattern in a child with Down syndrome. The purpose of this study
was to examine the clinical efficacy (Wertz, 1995) of a visual/gestural cuing system for the
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remediation of phonological processes in the speech of preschool children dlaenosed with
Down syndrome.
Review of Literature
Communication is a complex process by which an individual formulates and sends
a message to another, who receives and decodes the message. At any point in the
communication process, a oreakdown can occur causing the message to become distorted
or lost. The process can be further complicated by the overall developmental
communication delay typical of Down syndrome (Crosley & Dowling, 1989).
There are many sensory, perceptual, physical, and cognitive problems associated
with Down syndrome that can affect the development of communication skills in children
In order to develop speech and language skills, children require certain fundamental
sensory and perceptual skills such as hearing and vision. The most efficient way to learn
language is through hearing language spoken in the environment (Kumin, 1994).
However, both conductive and sensorineural hearing losses have been identified as
frequently occurring in the Down syndrome population (Balkany, Downs, Jafek, &
Krajicek, 1978). Hearing loss is a serious problem among children with Down syndrome
and is commonly associated with recurrent otitis media. It is estimated that more than 75
percent o f all children with Down syndrome have either unilateral or bilateral hearing
impairment (Turner, Sloper, Cunningham, & Knussen, 1990). Other sensory-perceptual
deficiencies include vision problems and over- or undersensitivity to touch, particularly in
the oral region (Kumin, 19^4).
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are

rjtive impairment that accompanies Down syndrome dramatically afreets

communication skills as so much of language learning is dependent upon cognitive
abilities. Generalization, auditory memory, auditory processing, word retrieval, and
abstract thinking are specific cognitive abilities that can be impaired (Kumin, 1994)
These multiple areas of deficiency disrupt the ability to interact with the environment by
which communication competence is learned (McLean & Snyder-McLean, 1978).
Physically, children with Down syndrome have differences in the muscles and
structures of the facial area These differences include hypotonicity, or low motor tone, of
the orofacial musculature (Bogin, 1989); hypoplasia of the maxilla creating a small oral
cavity and tongue protrusion (Benda, 1949); mouth breathing due to enlarged adenoids or
tonsils or to recurrent allergies or to colds (Araran, Harker, & Kemp, 1972), and motor
coordination and timing difficulties (Cowie, 1987; Northern, 1988). The physical
components of Down syndrome affect speech production, whereas the cognitive
components affect language learning. Both components are key factors in phonological
development.
Phonological skills have been reported to emerge in successive developmental
stages, which Ingram has labelled as "prelinguistic, phonology of the first 50 words,
phonology of single morphemes, completion of the phonetic inventory, morphophonemic
development, and spelling" (Ingram, 1976, p.l 1) Similarly, Hodson and Paden (1991)
indicate that children progress gradually from the mastery of "simpler sounds and
arrangements" to "more complex ones" (p. 5). During the period of phonological
acquisition, children develop simplifications of the adult phonological rules, which are
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referred to as developmental phonological processes. Elbert and Gierut (1984) have
suggested that these simplifications, or processes, such as final consonant deletion and
stopping, arise from the child's active efforts to discover the adult phonological patterns
through experiences with their native language in naturalistic settings. The existence of
phonological processes in a child's speech diminishes during the first years of life as the
adult phonological system is acquired However, many children continue to employ
phonological processes beyond normative ages. Children with phonological systems
which deviate from the adult phonological patterns to the extent that their speech is
unintelligible require the aid of speech and language intervention (Dacquey, 1989).
The concept of phonological process analysis, or the examination of a child’s
phonological rule system, was first introduced by Ingram (1976). This method of analysis
has provided a comprehensive and integrative manner of examining a child's speech
productions (Crosley & Dowling, 1989). It is based on an examination of the child's
habitual rule system as revealed by single words, phrases, and conversation. Prior to the
mid-1970s, disordered speech was conceived of as the result o: phonemic, rather than
phonological differences fBemthal & Bankson 1993; Hodson & Paden, 19S3; Steen,
1992). Speech-language pathologists addressed the correction of individual phonemic or
sound errors by promoting a motoric behavior. Sound errors were believed to be due to
the child’s inability to perform the complex motor skills required for the articulation of
speech sounds. More recently, clinicians have viewed systematic phonological errors from
a cognitive-linguistic perspective rather than from a motor behavior perspective
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Current thinking suggests that an underlying cognitive-linguistic deficit is the basis
for severe phonological disorders in most cases (Creaghead, Newman, & Secord. 1989)
Cognitive-linguistic approaches are based on the assumption that the child must leant tne
rules that delineate the set of phonemes of the language and how these phonemes can be
combined into words, as opposed to learning how to produce all of the individual sounds
of the language. Children produce errors because the phonological rules have not been
learned or are not used in accord with the adult model (Bemthal & Bankson, 1993).
Grunwell (1983), Hodson and Paden (1983), and Ingram (1976) proposed a phonological
approach to remediation based on a cognitive-linguistic model which focuses on
eliminating phonological processes and promoting phonological patterns. The
implementation of these methodologies has led to the position that the traditional motoric
techniques do not capitalize upon the systematic nature of phonemic inadequacies
associated with phonological disorders and may be inappropriate (Dodd & lacona, 1989)
A limited number of studies have considered phonological process usage in
children with Down's syndrome. Miller, Stoel-Gammon, Chapman, and Pentz (1987)
assessed the pre- and early linguistic development of children with Down syndrome, ages
birth to three. The processes produced by these children were similar to mental-agematched normal children, but were markedly higher in incidence. Of particular interest
was the finding that process utilization had not begun to decrease by the age of three in
the Down syndrome group. Bleile and Schwartz (1984), in examining the phonological
processes used by three preschool children with Down syndrome, reported that the most
prevalent processes appeared to be deletion of final consonants, initial duster reduction.
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and stopping. Bodme (1974) assessed two children five and six years oi age and identified
cluster reduction, fronting, final consonant reduction, assimilation, stopping, vocalization,
gliding, and liquid deviation as the processes used most frequently. The most commonly
identified pi*. ..Jogical processes employed by children with Down syndrome include final
consonant deletion (ba for bat), fronting (tootie for cookie), backing (gagi for daddy),
weak syllable deletion fhamgei for hamburger) and consonant cluster reduction (gass for
glass). Final consonant deletion is the most frequently occurring phonological process in
children with Down syndrome (Kumin, 1994). This may be because final sounds are
generally produced with decreased volume and may not be heard by the child with Down
syndrome exhibiting fluctuating hearing loss due to otitis media. Dodd (1976) analyzed
the use of cluster reduction, consonant harmony, and simplifications in the phonological
systems of school-aged children with Down syndrome as compared to children with
mental disabilities caused by other etiologies and typically developing preschool children.
The study indicated that the phonological abilities of mentally disabled, non-Down
syndrome subjects were comparable to those of the mental age-matched normal group, but
that the Down syndrome, subjects made many more errors and were more inconsistent than
the other groups. Research has demonstrated that individuals with Down syndrome have
a high as well as inconsistent phonological error rate, making different errors at various
times (Dodd & Leahy, 1989; Schlanger & Gottsleben, 1957; Sirkins & Lyons, 1941). It
has been suggested that the inconsistency reflects a cognitive-linguistic impairment in
which children with Down syndrome may have an impaired ability to assemble
phonological sequences, resulting in phonological variability (Dodd, McCormack, &
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Woodyatt, 1994). This is supported by the often-reported finding that children with
Down syndrome can imitate words better than they can produce them spontaneously
(Dodd, 1976; Miller, 1988) The inconsistency of production may be exacerbated by the
co-occurrence of dysarthria and developmental verbal apraxia. Research has
demonstrated that children with Down syndrome use articulatory patterns parallelling the
development of normal children, but do so at a slower rate, implying delay rather than
disorder (Bleile & Schwartz, 1984; Crosley & Dowling, 1989; Van Borsel, 1988).
A child's pattern of phonological processes has a direct impact on the intelligibility
of speech and is, therefore, targeted for remediation in speech-language intervention
Multi-modality approaches to therapy which provide the child with sensory, motor, and
kinesthetic information have been used in the management of many disorders, including
phonological disorders (Bemthal & Bankson, 1993). Total Communication, the combined
use of signs or gestures with speech to facilitate communication development, has resulted
in unexpected gains in the language skills of children with Down syndrome (Kumin, 1994;
Lancet, 1990). Augmentative signing may be effective because, by providing additional
visual information, it circumvents the auditory aspects of language which are problematic
for the Down syndrome population. Stimulation beyond the traditional auditory modality
provides the user with extra information about the speech signal Hodson and Paden
(1983) utilize a phonological approach which includes tactual, kinesthetic, and visual cues.
Cues are hints or suggestions provided to the client to assist in the production of the
correct response (Creaghead, Newman, & Secord, 1989). Weismer and Hesketh (1993)
reported that visual cues in the form of concrete symbols or manual signs and gestures
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may help with the initial segmentation of the auditory signal and serve to highlight target
forms, prompting discovery of linguistic patterns. Visual cues may enhance attention to
and memory for target linguistic forms.
The Signed Target Phoneme (STP) (Shelton & Garves, 1985) and the Adapted
Cuing Technique (ACT) (Klick, 1985) are multisensory programs in which hand signs and
printed symbols (visual) accompany the oral (verbal) stimulus. The stimuli can be
presented in isolation or in sequence and encompass the forty-four sounds in the English
language (Aveiy, 1990).
Prompts for Restructuring Oral Muscular Phonetic Targets fPRQMBID
(Chumpelik, 1984) is a motokinesthetic approach in which the clinician uses a “hands on”
technique to provide the client with tactile, kinesthetic, and proprioceptive information
The PROMPT system includes a different prompt for each of the phonemes of the English
language.
In 1982, a visual, kinesthetic, and tactile symbol system referred to as Visual
Phonics was developed (Hill, 1985). It was originally developed to aid deaf children
learning oral language. Visual Phonics has been used successfully for those individuals
presenting with hearing impairment, autism, dyslexia, dyspraxia, and Down syndrome
(Dacquey, 1989). Visual Phonics uses hand signals and written symbols to depict the
forty-four speech sounds of the English language. Each hand signal represents a single
sound, such as the l\d phoneme, and imitates the movement of the articulators during
speech (Avery, 1990). The hand cues also indicate variations in sound length and
syllabancy by the length of time the hand position is held. Morrison (1987) proposed that
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the effectiveness and efficiency of the Visual Phonics system lies in its non-arbitrary
nature.
Five studies on visual-gestural cuing have been completed at the University of
North Dakota since 1989. These studies addressed the use of Visual Phonics in the
remediation of speech (Avery, 1990) and language disorders (Dacquey, 1989) and
progressed into the use of a visual-gestural cuing system developed by Flake (1990) and
extended by Steen (1992) specifically for the treatment of phonological disorders
(Hildebrand, 1993).
In 1989, Dacquey's study investigated the use of Visual Phonics in the remediation
of phonological disorders of five children ranging in age from three to four years. A 50minute pre-baseline period c ° measurement was used to determine the mean percentages
of incorrect production for the targeted phonological patterns. This measurement period
was followed by eight weeks of intervention provided in three treatment modes: an
experimental condition, consisting of the application of Visual Phonics (1985) with a
cycles (Hodson, 1986) approach to intervention; another experimental condition,
consisting of the cycles approach to intervention without Visual Phonics: and the control
condition in which the subjects did not receive either intervention or Visual Phonics. Post
baseline and maintenance measurements were administered one and two weeks after the
completion of intervention. Qualitative and quantitative results from the study were
inconclusive in attributing beneficial effects to the use of Visual Phonics during
intervention for phonological disorders. However, parent and clinician reports suggested

that Visual Phonics may have enhanced the children's awareness and memory for the
target phonemes.
In 1990, Avery carried out a similar study. The purpose of the study was to
explore the contribution of Visual Phonics to the remediation of developmental dyspraxia
of speech. Upon the identification of six prominently misarticulated sounds, a thirteenyear-old subject received intervention in two-hour sessions, five times per week, for three
consecutive weeks. Standard articulation intervention augmented with Visual Phonics
hand symbols was used to treat two of the error sounds in syllables, standard articulation
intervention alone was used with another two error sounds, and the final two phonemes
were monitored but not treated. Data obtained demonstrated that the sounds treated
utilizing Visual Phonics progressed more rapidly and further than the untreated phonemes
or those treated without Visual Phonics.
Following the apparent success of the Visual Phonics system with speech and
language disorders, Flake's (1990) study was designed to create and to verify a visualgestural cuing system which represented seven phonological patterns. A checklist and
videotape were used by two groups of college students (N=28) enrolled in the department
of Communication Disorders at the University of North Dakota to evaluate the visualgestural system. The subjects were to determine which of the hand signs presented
through the video medium by the researcher most accurately demonstrated the
phonological patterns listed on the checklist. The responses from the subjects in both
groups identified four of the seven visual-gestural hand signs as representative of their
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corresponding ph< .ological pattern. These included the hand signs for the following
phonological patterns: sequencing consonants, backing, closed syllables, and continuancy.
Steen's (1992) study was an extension of Flake's (1990) investigation Three
additional hand gestures depicting the patterns of liquidity, sequencing syllables, and
stridency were created and validated. The 20 subjects involved in the validation process
judged the gestures to be symbolic representations of the targeted phonological patterns.
In 1993, Hildebrand determined that the four hand gestures developed by Flake
(1990) facilitated the development of phonological patterns in six preschool children with
moderate phonological processes. Phonological patterns were targeted using a cyclic
approach (Hodson & Paden, 1991) into which clinicians incorporated Flake's (1990)
visual-gestural signs. The subject's pre~, probe-, and post-intervention performances were
assessed through the administration of the Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised
(APP-R- Hodson, 1986). Hildebrand (1993), like Flake (1990), and Steen (1992)

recommended further clinical research using the visual-gestural cuing system as a
remediation approach for eliminating phonological processes and for promoting
phonological patterns in young children.
Such a study was recently completed (Sawatzky, 1996) with a sample of
preschool children. The study was a single subject design replicated across five subjects.
Visual-gestural cues were taught to the clinicians for use during intervention. The subjects
underwent six weeks of clinical intervention for the remediation of the phonological
processes which included two weeks of an experimental approach using the visual-gestural
cues to promote the desired phonological patterns. Pre- and post-intervention
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performance was measured through the administration of the Assessment of Phonological
Processes - Revised fHodson. 1986). Probe and continuous data measurement occurred
throughout intervention. Data analysis indicated beneficial effects of the use of the visualgestural cues during intervention for phonological disorders. There has been no
application of such a cuing system with the mentally disabled or Down syndrome
population.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the clinical efficacy (Wertz,
1995) of the visual-gestural system developed by Flake (1990) and extended by Steen
(1992) in the remediation of phonological processes in the speech of preschool and young
school age children with Down syndrome. Efficacy can be defined as the power or
capacity to produce the desired effect or the ability to achieve results (Wertz, 1995).
There is currently a call for clinical efficacy data in the field of speech-language pathology
to provide measures of change, accountability, and cost-effectiveness
This study was a single subject experimental A-B-BC-B-A-D design replicated
across five subjects. The visual-gestural signs, or cues, used in this study were
developed to represent the following phonological patterns: 1) closed syllables, 2)
sequencing consonants, 3) backing, 4) continuancy, 5) liquidity, 6) stridency, and 7)
sequencing syllables. The five subjects underwent intervention to promote the
phonological patterns that were absent or delayed in their speech. The visual-gestural
cues represented the patterns being targeted. The phonological processes targeted were
determined by the administration of the Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised
(APP-R- Hodson, 1986). Progress was determined through the readministration of the
APP-R following the visual-cuing phase and following the completion of intervention.
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Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered. A questionnaire was completed by
the parents regarding the impact of the use of the visual-gestural cuing system on the
i s intelligibility, providing a source of qualitative data (Hildebrand, 1993,
Sawatzky, 1995).

Subjects
The five subjects for this study were chosen from among children assessed at
Integrative Speech Services, a private pediatric speech and language clinic located in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, the Department of Pediatric Communication Disorders of St
Boniface General Hospital, a teaching hospital located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, and the
Down Syndrome Association of Manitoba. Two or more of the phonological processes
under investigation in this study were present in the speech of the subjects as determined
by the results of the Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised (Hodson, 1986). The
subjects also met the following eligibility criteria:
1) They were identified as having Down syndrome.
2) They demonstrated no signs of otitis media with effusion
3) They exhibited no conductive hearing loss greater than 45 dBHL (ANSI1969) in the better ear as measured by a pure-tone audiometric screening at
1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, and 4000 Hz. A high fence was utilized to account for the
frequency of healing loss in children with Down syndrome
4) They used oral language as the primary means of communication.
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Compliance with the prerequisite criteria was verified through formal speech,
language, and hearing testing, observation, and review of the subjects' clinical files which
contain background medical information, school records, and progress reports from
previous intervention. Permission to work with the subjects was obtained from a parent or
guardian using the consent forms included in Appendix A.
The three male and two female subjects ranged in age from five to eight years.
Throughout the remainder of this document these subjects will be identified by number.
All of the subjects had previously received speech and language intervention. Subject 1,
an eight year old female, had received speech intervention intermittently since age 2 and
was currently being seen in a public school setting. She was actively using both sign
language and a picture-based augmentative communication system. Subject 2, a five year
old male, had received services through an outreach program since the age of three and
was also using limited sign language. Subject 3, a five year old female, had received
private speech and language services on both a group and individual basis prior to this
study. She had a limited repertoire of approximately ten signs, which were occasionally
used. Subject 4 was a six year old male who was simultaneously being served through a
hospital program. No sign language had been previously used with tins subject. Subject
5, a seven year old male, was receiving speech and language services in a public school
setting. Sign language had also not previously been used with Subject 5. Subjects 1, 4,
and 5 received intervention related to this study in the home environment, whereas
Subjects 2 and 3 received intervention in the daycare setting.
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The subjects’ cognitive, linguistic, and behavioural diagnoses were ascertained
through an examination of the information contained within clinical diagnostic and
progress reports and through parental report. Informal observations indicated that the
subjects’ intellectual abilities varied widely and were not commensurate with their
chronological age. The degree of mental handicap ranged from moderate to severe.
Subjects 1 and 5 were less affected, whereas Subjects 2, 3, and 4 were more significantly
affected. Subjects 1 and 5 were both mainstreamed into regular classrooms, Subject 2
attended full-time day-care, and Subjects 3 and 4 attended part-time daycare
The degree of the communication disorder was associated with the degree of the
mental handicap, as much of language learning is dependent upon cognitive abilities.
Subjects 1 and 5 presented with a mild receptive language disability and some expressive
language problems such as the production of syntactic errors. Subjects 2 and 4 had a
more significant receptive disability as demonstrated by a limited vocabulary and a high
degree of communication frustration due to unintelligibiliiy. Subject 3 also had a
significant receptive and expressive language disability compounded by dysfluencies.
None of the subjects had been previously exposed to the visual-gestural cues used in this
study, although Subjects 1,2, and 3 had regularly used some form of sign language.
Global developmental delays are associated with the diagnosis of Down syndrome
Each o f the subjects demonstrated some degree of deficit in the other areas of
development (physical, emotional, social, motor). Most of the subjects were followed by
other professionals, including occupational and physical therapists. Each child was also
followed by an audiologist. All of the subjects had experienced recurrent otitis media.
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Two of the five subjects had had bilateral PE tubes in the past, and all had mild to
moderate hearing losses as determined by the subjects’ audiologists through pure-tone and
tympanometry testing. The subjects’ health varied throughout the study, although all
illnesses were minor.
Although none of the children was identified as presenting major beha vioral
problems, performance during the sessions was often affected by non-attending behaviors
A token system of reinforcement was implemented when the situation required and was
successful in increasing the children’s motivation and concentration during intervention.
Activities were designed to be reinforcing in and of themselves.
The author served as the clinician. Data collection was undertaken following the
author’s external practicum experience.

instruments, Materials, and Measures
The instruments and materials used during this study consisted of the Assessment
of Phonological Processes-Revised (ARER, Hodson, 1986), daily continuous measurement
and probe word lists, constant monitoring of conversation, and a questionnaire The A.PPR was administered to assess the child's phonological performance prior to intervention.
Based on the information obtained from this measure, the researcher identified each
subject’s two most prominent phonological processes, and these were targeted in the
study. This information was then used to design probe word lists and daily continuous
measurement word lists.
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A list of'thirty words was developed and used as a probe test to determine
progress achieved. These lists are presented in Appendix B The “probe" word lists
consisted of words which were appropriate for the level of semantic knowledge of the
child

Each probe list included ten occurrences of each of the two targeted phonological

patterns and ten occurr ences of the phonological pattern chosen as a control

Each

phonologic?1pattern is represented by a number of phonemes (e g., IVJ and /g/ for velars).
All phonemes of the targeted pattern that the subject might reasonably produce were
included as occurrences within the word lists. The probe list was administered twice
during each session of the baseline phases and once during each session of the intervention
phases.
The daily continuous measurement word list, used during the intervention phases
of treatment to measure each subject’s performance, included five words containing the
first phonological pattern and five words containing the second phonological pattern
targeted for intervention. The daily word lists are illustrated by those used for Subject 1
and are included in Appendix C. Certain criteria were followed when choosing the words
for the daily word list, which were changed every second session as required for children
with a mental handicap (Hodson, 1991) The phonological pattern targeted needed to be
associated with the word-initial phoneme or phonemes. An exception to this was the
process o f deletion of final consonants. As well, word-final phonemes were included
when word-initial phonemes were not problematic. The words chosen for the daily word
list could not also be on the subject’s probe list. Spontaneously elicited occurrences of
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the phonological patterns targeted were also included as continuous measurements of
pattern usage in conversation.
A questionnaire was created by the researcher to elicit subjective qualitative data.
The questionnaire (Appendix E), developed by Sawatzky (1996), was completed by the
parent or daycare worker at the conclusion of the intervention phase of this study.
The seven gestures created and validated by Flake (1990) and Steen (1992) were
used in this study as a clinical tool. The following descriptions were drawn from Steen's
(1992, Appendix B) independent study to describe the hand shape and motion required to
correctly perform the visual-gestural cues. The visual-gestural cues are further illustrated
in Appendix D.
Liquidity
The hand is held near the face palm up with the fingers close together. Curl the
fingers in an upward fashion to make a cupped hand. This denotes the concept
o f "a tongue tip curl" (Steen, 1992). The pattern of liquidity is used to correct
the phonological process of liquid deviation or deletion.

Ss.quenging.^yliabks
Make a fist with the hand and hold it below the chin. Depending on the number
of syllables in the target word, one finger is held up for each syllable in a
diagonal or horizontal fashion (Steen, 1992). Syllable reduction is the process
being remediated through the use of this hand sign.

Stridency
The hand is held flat with the fingers close together. The index finger is held
close to the mouth. In a fluttering, continuous motion, move the hand in a
horizontal fashion away from the mouth until the arm is fully extended (Steen,
1992) The phonological pattern of stridency is promoted to overcome the
phonological process of stridency distortion or deletion.

The following descriptions were used from Flake’s (1990, Appendix B) thesis to
illustrate how the remaining four visual-gestural cues should be performed. These cues are
also depicted in Appendix D.
Closed Syllables
The hands are held in front of the body, palms facing upward with the little
finger of each hand meeting along the lateral surface. The palms of each hand
approach one another and touch resulting in a gesture that resembles the closing
of a book. The phonological process of final consonant deletion is represented
by this pattern.

Sequencing Consonants
The hands are held apart from one another in front of the body with the index
fingers extended and the palms facing downward. The right hand initiates the
movement by moving towards the midline. The left hand follows with both fists
meeting directly in front of the breastbone Cluster reduction is the phonolocl'a!
process targeted through this phonological pattern.
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Basking
The right or left hand is held directly in front of the breastbone with the index
finger extended horizontally, projecting across the body. The hand moves in a
continuous upward direction stopping just below the chin. Backing is the pattern
to be established for the process of fronting.
Continuancv
The hands are held up to the face with the tips of the middle fingers touching each
corner of the mouth. The palms of the hands are facing the body and the arms
are close to the body. The hands are moved away from the mouth in a continuous
downward motion until the forearms are at a 90 degree angle from the biceps.
Stopping is the phonological process targeted through the use of the continuancy
pattern.

Design
The study was a single-subject experimental design replicated across five subjects
(M'’.Reynolds & Kearns, 1983). In single-subject designs there is no control group.
Rather, each subject goes through both a no-treatment and a treatment period. The
dependent variable (the presence of phonological processes) is observed and measured for
a period of time before introduction of the independent variable (visual cues). When the
behavior has been measured sufficiently to demonstrate that it has not changed during the
no-treatment period, the treatment is introduced while measurement of performance
continues. After a period of time the treatment is stopped, but the behavior continues to be

observed and measured (McReynolds & Kearns, 1983). If similar results are obtained
from a number of cases, replication is said to have taken place (Yin, 1989).
McReynolds and Kearns (1983 ), proposed several advantages in using withinsubject research designs. These advantages included the ability to use a small number of
subjects selected directly from the disordered population to which the treatment applies,
and an in-depth analysis of behavioral changes during treatment. Wertz (1985) also
indicated that single case studies foster clinical innovation, cast doubt on theoretical
assumptions, buttress theoretical views, permit study of rare phenomena, lead to the
development of new technical skills, result in the refinement of techniques, provide data to
support the need for group studies, and if replicated, answer questions about treatment
efficacy
The use of baseline observations, which occur prior to intervention, and extinction
observations, which follo w the withdrawal of intervention, provide control to increase the
internal validity of the experiment (Borg & Gall, 1979). The degree of internal validity is
a function of the researcher's ability to rule out factors other than the treatment variable as
possible causes of change in the dependent variable. Direct replication, or the repetition of
an experiment on more than one subject, also acts to increase the internal validity through
the generalization of results across subjects. Moreover, direct replication is relevant to
establishing generality of a treatment to individuals with similar problems to the subject of
the expenment (McReynolds & Kearns, 1983).
Single-subject designs can also be considered time-series designs (McReynolds &
Kearns, 1983). This approach involves the continuous measurement of a dependent
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variable over an extended period of time and monitoring the effects of an independent
variable on the series of measurements. Analyzing behavioral patterns over time provides
the researcher with information regarding procedural efficacy in treatment as well as
information useful for modifying procedures and increasing treatment effectiveness
(Sawatzky, 1995).
The present study followed an A-B-BC-B-A-D design consisting of one
experimental condition which included a baseline measurement period (A,), followed by
an cycled phonological intervention phase (B,) with continuous measurement. (Note that
the subscripts have been added to distinguish between the two A and B phases). During
the next phase, the visual-gestural cues were introduced (BC) along with intervention and
measurement. The cues were then removed in the following intervention phase (B2) and
performance was measured in this withdrawal phase. The inclusion of the withdrawal
phase provided the additional experimental control needed to determine whether subject
performance levels during the (BC) phase were affected by the use of the visual cues.
During the final no-intervention phase (A2), only measurement occurred. A follow-up
phase (D), consisting of one session, occurred one month after the completion of
intervention.
The A phases consisted of four 50 to 60 minute scheduled sessions. The other
phases (B,, BC, B2, D) each consisted of eight 50 to 60 minute sessions. Sessions were
normally scheduled twice a week, although this varied depending upon illness and vacation
periods.
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Procedure
Permission for each of the subjects to participate in the study was obtained from
their parents. The subjects were administered the Assessment of Phonological Processes Revised (Hodson, 1986) during the first session to determine the most prevalent processes
existing in their speech The two processes with the highest percentage of occurrence
were targeted during the study for each subject These processes differed across subjects
(Subject 1 - cluster reduction, liquid N deletion; Subject 2 - deletion of final consonants,
velar deletion (fronting); Subject 3 - cluster reduction, liquid N deletion; Subject 4 cluster reduction, stridency deletion; Subject 5 - stridency deviation, liquid H! deviation)
Another process (liquid /r/ in all cases) was selected as a control. Subsequent to the
interpretation of the results, an individualized treatment plan was developed for each of
the subjects in order to promote the desired phonological patterns.
During the two week or four session pre-intervention phase (Phase A,),
measurement of the targeted pattern was begun. The subject's performance was assessed
through the presentation of a word list consisting of 30 words which included the two
phonological patterns to be promoted and the control pattern. No visual cues were
provided during Phase A ,. The clinician stated "Say_____" for each of the 30 words.
The subject responded by producing the word The list of words was administered twice
during the sixty minute therapy session. The remainder of the session focused on
intervention for concurrent language deficits.
The subjects received intervention for the targeted patterns in the ensuing four
week or eight session intervention phase (Phase B,). Each subject received intervention
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following Hodson and Paden’s cycles approach (1991) A cycling procedure consists of a
'‘time period in which a group of phonological patterns is sequentially targeted for
intervention, usually two to four weeks per pattern” (Hodson, 1986, p.99). For the
purposes of this study, an adapted cycling procedure was implemented in which two
phonological patterns were concurrently targeted for intervention for a period of four
weeks or eight sessions. As per Hodson’s (1986) recommendation for children with
mental retardation, each phoneme within a pattern was targeted for two 60-minute
sessions.
The schedule of each session incorporated modifications of Hodson's (1991)
suggestions as follows.
a) The review of the previous session's 10 target words (five per target pattern),
executed imitatively;
b) Auditory bombardment consisting of the 10 words containing the session's
two phonological patterns (spoken while the child performs some quiet activity);
c) Manipulation of cards depicting the five selected words for the first
phonological process;
d) A series of activities pertaining to the selected five words for the first
phonological pattern,
e) Manipulation of cards depicting the five selected words for the second
phonological pattern,
f) A series of activities pertaining to the selected five words for the second
phonological process;
g) Administration of the probe word list containing thirty words.
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Due to the limited attention span associated with Down syndrome (Kasari, Mundy,
Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1990), language intervention for other existing deficits was
interspersed throughout the schedule as required This prevented a loss of focus on the
pan of the child. Interactive language activities served as an additional source for
language sampling opportunities and for spontaneous productions of the targeted
processes and patterns.
During the succeeding four week or eight session intervention phase (Phase BC),
the subjects received intervention for the targeted phonological patterns with the
additional use of visual cuing for the targeted patterns. The sessions followed the same
schedule as outlined above. However, the clinician performed the visual cue. After the
completion of the visual-gestural cuing phase, the APP-R was readministered to determine
performance changes.
Treatment in the following four week or eight session intervention phase (Phase
B2) focused on the targeted patterns without the use of visual cuing. The sessions
followed the schedule outlined above.
The final measurement phase (Phase A2) occurred during a two week or four
session period. The word list of thirty words was administered twice during each session
without the use of visual cues to evaluate the subjects' performance on the targeted
processes. During the last session, the APP-R was administered once again to determine
if progress was made
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One last session (D) occurred one-month following the completion of intervention
During this session, the thirty word probe list was presented twice to determine
maintenance of language skills learned. Table 1 outlines the experimental sequence.

Table 1. Outline of the experimental sequence
Weeks/Sessions

Phase

Subjects

1

2

3

4

2 /4

A,

APP-R / Pre-Test Baseline

4 /8

B,

Cycled Intervention Only

4 /8

BC

Cycled Intervention with Visual Phonics
APP-R

/ 1
4 /8

b2

Cycled Intervention Only

2 /4

a2

Post-testing Baseline #1
APP-R

D

Baseline #2 one month later

/ 1

5

Percentage of correct productions over time constituted the time-series data.
These data consisted of the subjects' performance on both the probe and daily word lists
and the subjects’ continuous opportunity to produce the target patterns. The measurement
o f the subject’s overall performance was determined for research and clinical purposes
through the administration of the APP-R prior to intervention, after the completion of the
visual-gestural cuing phase, and following intervention.
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Subsequent to the fifteen weeks or 34 sessions of intervention, a questionnaire was
completed by the parent or day care worker with regard to the improvement perceived in
the subjects' intelligibility following the use of the visual-gestural cuing system.

CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to investigate the clinical efficacy (Wertz, 1995)
of the visual-gestural cuing system developed by Flake (1990) and extended by Steen
(1992) in the remediation of phonological processes in the speech of preschool and young
school age children with Down syndrome. The subjects in the study participated in an
experimental approach to intervention for the remediation of phonological disorders
The A,, B,, BC, B2, A2, D design consisted of a baseline measurement period (A,)
followed by an intervention phase (B,). During the third phase (BC), the visual-gestural
cues were included as an addition to the cycled intervention of phase B,

The cues were

then removed in the following withdrawal phase (B2). During the final phase (A2), only
measurement occurred. A follow-up session (D) was scheduled one month following the
completion of phase A2.
Probe lists, which contained ten occurrences of each of two targeted phonological
patterns and a control pattern, were administered during each session of the six phases.
Daily continuous measurement word lists consisted of five occurrences of each of the
targeted processes and were used during each session in phases B,, BC, and B2 while the
subject’s percentage correct of possible productions of the targeted patterns occurring
during each session was recorded.
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Results
The format used in reporting the results in this chapter consists of first providing
individual and averaged subject data in graphic and tabular form for the probe data This
is followed by the statistical analyses of the combined subject data. The same outline is
used in discussing the continuous measurement data. The probe and continuous data are
measurements obtained during the intervention process and as such measure the
occurrences of phonological patterns, the adult phonological rules which eventually
supplant the developmental phonological processes, or simplification strategies, that very
young children use in the acquisition of phonology. Phonological patterns are promoted
during intervention to remediate the targeted phonological processes. The data obtained
from the Assessment of Phonological Processes - Revised, which follows the presentation
of the continuous data, measure the occurrences of these phonological processes.
Qualitative data, gathered from the questionnaires, are presented in tables and are
discussed following the quantitative analysis.

Erohe MeasjiLem.ent.Data
Figure 1 and Table 2 present the probe measurement data for each of the five
subjects on two targeted phonological patterns and a control pattern. Probe word list
scores were averaged for both target patterns at the end of each phase to obtain a
per centage accuracy score. All rarget patterns were averaged and a mean score
determined at each phase. A mean of the control pattern was also obtained. The mean
data are presented in the bottom right graph of Figure 1
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Pattern Accuracy (%)

Subject 2

5

®
■
a

o
♦

Target Pattern 1
Target Pattern 2
Control Pattern
Control Pattern Average
Target Pattern Average

Figure 1. Probe Measurement Data

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Phase A1
Phase B1
Phase BC
Phase B2
Phase A2
Phase D

6
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Table 2. Probe word list data measured across phases and subjects
Percent Correct

Subject

Target Pattern

1

Sequencing consonants
Liquidity (/l/)
Control (/r/)

2

B,

BC

b2

17.5
36.3
3.8

30.0
71.3
0.0

70.0
87.5
0.0

50.0
78.8
0.0

63.3
70.0
1.7

85.0
75 0
0.0

Closed syllables
Backing (velars)
Control (Vr/)

11.3
1.3
11.7

16.3
3.8
13.8

53.8
13
1.3

45.0
0.0
0.0

51.7
0.0
1.7

65.0
0.0
0.0

3

Sequencing consonants
Liquidity (/l/)
Control (/r/)

55.0
6.7
0.0

50.0
12.5
0.0

66.3
27.5
0.0

57.5
15.0
0.0

61.7
10.0
1.7

55.0
10.0
0.0

4

Sequencing consonants
Stridency
Control (/r/)

7.5
22.5
0.0

32.5
36.3
1.3

76.3
45.0
1.3

38.8
43.8
0.0

40.0
41.7
0.0

20.0
35.0
0.0

5

Stridency
Liquidity */l/)
Control (/r/)

11.3
26.3
0.0

16.3
43.8
1.3

40.0
50.0
0.0

21.3
57.5
0.0

25.0
48.3
0.0

20.0
60.0
0.0

Mean

Target Pattern
Control

19.6
3.1

31.3
3.3

51.8
.5

40.8
0.0

41.2
1.0

42.5
0.0

A,

a2

D

The mean target process data show an improvement in percentage accuracy
scores through the end of the visual cuing phase (BC). The highest msan score (51.77%)
was measured at phase BC, indicating an increase of 32.2 percent from the scores
obtained prior to the onset of treatment. A decrease (11%) in the percentage of correct
pattern productions occurred with the withdrawal of the visual-gestural cues (phase B2).
This was followed by a plateau of the scores during the baseline phases (A2 and D).
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Percentage accuracy mean scores improved 30 percent when comparing pre- and post
treatment measures (A, and A2).
Data indicate that the subjects were able to improve with cycled intervention This
is reflected in the increased accuracy of productions (11.7%) between the end of phase A,,
the baseline phase, and the end of phase B,, the cycled treatment only phase

When

comparing phase Bj and phase B2 scores, both cycled intervention phases, there is also an
increase (9.49 %). The plateau of data scores following the completion of intervention
(phase B2 ) seems to demonstrate a retention of the skills learned during the cycled
intervention phases over time.
The visual-gestural cuing superimposed on the cycled intervention allowed the
subjects to reach a higher level, as demonstrated by the dramatic increase in accuracy
(20.49%) observed between phase B, and phase BC. However, it cannot be established
from this increase alone whether the improvement seen between phase B, and phase BC is
due specifically to an effect caused by visual-gestural cuing or by the continuation of
cycled treatment. The effectiveness of the cues is demonstrated by the 11 percent
decrease in accuracy following their removal in phase B2; in effect intelligibility returned to
a level similar to that attained before the introduction of the visual-ge stural cues. The
probe data not only support the efficacy of visual-gestural cuing, bul also the efficacy of
phonological intervention with these subjects
Mean control process scores demonstrated scores at an extremely low percentage
of accuracy. The mean accuracy scores ranged from 3.3 percent to zero across the
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phases This suggests that the selected patterns were too difficult to acquire for these
subjects and thus may not truly have acted as a control.
Variation from these general trends observed in the mean data are apparent in the
examination of individual subject data The probe data for Subject 1 reveal one such
difference. Pattern 2, velar backing, demonstrated extremely low scores suggesting that
this pattern was unattainable at the subject’s stage of language development. The
percentage accuracy scores attained by Subject 4 on pattern 2, l\l liquidity, also present a
deviation from the general distribution of mean scores. Percent correct scores increased
until the completion of intervention (phase B2), but showed no decrease in accuracy
following the withdrawal of the visual-gestural cues. The decrease (9.2%) occurs in the
treatment withdrawal phase (A2), indicating an overall treatment effect but providing no
evidence for the benefit of cuing. This may imply that cycled intervention alone was more
effective in remediating the process than was the additional use of visual-gestural cuing for
this subject c.i the pattern of liquidity.
Variation from the mean distribution is also seen during phase A2 and phase D for
each of the five subjects on at least one of the two target patterns. Increases or decreases
occurring in the two post-treatment phases may be a result of fewer probe measurement
opportunities during phase A2 and phase D as opposed to the number of probe
measurement opportunities in the other phases
Disparity exists in the amount of change in percentage accuracy that occurred
between two target patterns of the same subject and also between two subjects on the
same target pattern This is represented by differing the graph profiles in Figure 1. The
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amount of change is illustrated by the steepness, or slope, of the lines connecting the
points of percentage accuracy. The greater the slope, the greater the amount of change
For Subject 1, the slope measured for pattern 1 between phase B, and phase BC was 40,
whereas the slope for pattern 2 was 16.2, measured between the same points. Therefore,
pattern 1 changed more than pattern 2 for the same subject in the same period of time
Both Subject 3 and Subject 5 had /l/ liquidity as a target pattern. On this pattern, the
slope for Subject 3 was 15 between phases B, and BC and 6.2 for Subject 5 between the
same phases. Therefore, Subject 3 demonstrated a greater amount of change than
Subject 5 on the same pattern during the same amount of time. The amount of change is
related to how much difficulty the subjects had in acquiring the target patterns. This can
be due to a number of factors including age, stage of phonological development,
attentional or motivational issues, and the degree to which the treatment method for that
subject or pattern was effective. Another possibility for this disparity is demonstrated in
the differences between the phonotactic or syllable processes and the segmental processes
The phonotactic processes, which include the processes of final consonant deletion and
cluster reduction, are related to the sequencing of phonemes, whereas the segmental
processes (liquid deletion, fronting, stridency deletion) are related to the articulation of
individual phonemes. Two of the subjects (ie., Subject 1, Subject 4) had more difficulty
with the remediation of the phonotactic processes than of the segmental processes.
Parametric statistical tests could not be used to analyze the averaged probe data as
the data were not normally distributed. The trends that occurred in the probe data were
tested by submitting the probe data to a Friedman one-way Repeated Measures Analysis
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of Variance (RM ANOVA) on Ranks

The results indicated that the differences in the

median accuracy scores differed significantly [X2(5)=25; p < .001]

Median scores are

presented in Table 3. A median was chosen as a measure of central tendency due to its
inability to be affected by extreme scores The median accuracy data were very similar to
the mean data that were previously discussed. In the case of these data, the median may
actually have provided a more accurate estimate of the typical score

Table 3. Median probe word list data for target patterns across phases.
Percent Correct

Target Pattern Median

A,

B,

BC

b2

a2

D

14.4

31.3

51.9

44.5

45.0

45.0

To isolate the phase or phases that differed significantly from the others the
Student-Newman-Keuls Method was used as a post-hoc multiple comparison procedure
Subject performance differed significantly (p<05) for the comparisons of phase A, to B, ,
A, to BC, A] to B7 , A, to A2, A, to D, B1 to BC, BC to B2, BC to A2, and BC to D
These findings indicate that phase A„ phase B, , and phase BC were significantly
different from one another. Findings finther indicate that phase BC differed significantly
from phase B2 , phase A2, and phase D. Therefore, phase BC was significantly different
from, and was in this case, greater than phase B, and phase B2. Visual-gestural cuing
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(phase BC), thus, had a greater effect on remediating phonological processes than cycled
intervention alone (phase B, and B: )
A significant difference did not occur between phases B, and B2, B2 and A ,, and
A2 and D. This suggests that subject learning of phonological patterns due to cycled
intervention reached a ceiling of t herapeutic effect at the end of phase B, , which was
retained over phases B2, A2, and D.
The statistics support the conclusion that the use of visual-gestural cues as an
accompaniment to cycled intervention (phase BC) superimposed a higher level of
performance on that attained through and maintained by cycled intervention alone (phase
B, and B , ).

Continuous Measurement Data
Figure 2 and Table 4 present the continuous measurement data for each of the five
subjects on two targeted phonological patterns. Percentage accuracy scores were
averaged at the completion of each measurement phase to obtain a mean accuracy score
for all target processes.
The continuous data were collected during phase B,, BC, and B2 Probe data
were also collected during these phases. Phase B, and B2 function as a baseline
measurement of accuracy for cycled intervention Thus, the inference can be made that
any changes that occur between the cycled intervention phases (B, and B2) and the use of
visual-gestural cuing (BC) can be attributed to the use of visual-gestural cuing This is
supported by the probe data results, which showed similar findings.
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Subject 2

Pattern Accuracy (%)

Subject 4

Average

®
□

Target Pattern 1
Target Pattern 2

*

Target Pattern Average

T. Phase B1
2: Phase BC
3: Phase B2

Figure 2. Continuous Measurement Data
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Table 4 Continuous measurement data across phases and subjects
Percent Correct
Subject

Target Pattern

B,

BC

B,

1

Sequencing Consonants
Liquidity (IV)

63.5
78.8

86.5
87.1

711
79.4

2

Closed Syllables
Backing (velars)

23.5
2.8

49.4
4.4

27.1
1.4

3

Sequencing Consonants
Liquidity (IV)

60.4
7.0

68.4
13.0

60.1
10.8

%

Sequencing consonants
Stridency

37.3
37.1

74.9
73.8

51.1
39.9

5

Stridency
Liquidity (IV)

21.1
26.3

45.0
42.3

31.1
31.8

Mean

Target pattern

35.8

54.5

40.4

The continuous mean data demonstrated an increase in percentage accuracy
(18.7%) from the end of phase B, through phase BC. This increase in accuracy
represents improved intelligibility and greater use of phonological patterns The maximal
accuracy was reached at the end of phase BC with the inclusion of the visual-gestural
cues. The mean percent accuracy decreased during phase B2 (14.1%) with the
withdrawal of the cues. This decrease is indicative of a regression to almost pre-cuing
levels. Thus, the decrease in accuracy scores in phase B2 shows that the increase at BC
was due to visual-gestural cuing. The mean percentage accuracy was minimally higher
(4.6%) at the conclusion of intervention than at the outset in phase B,

This suggests that

cycled intervention allowed the subjects to attain a certain degree of phonological
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accuracy, which was maintained from the end of the first cycled treatment phase to the end
of the second cycled treatment phase The visual-gestural cues caused the accuracy to
increase beyond that ceiling This is in accordance with the probe data, which also
indicated the presence of a ceiling in accuracy due to cycled intervention and a retention of
that accuracy during a period of withdrawal
Deviations from the trends seen in the mean data can be found in the individual
subject data Subject 2, as previously noted with the probe data, showed extremely low
scores for pattern 2, velar backing Only three percent variability across phases was
measured This implies that this was not a pattern that Subject 2 was developmentally
prepared to acquire. Subject 3 also demonstrated a variation in that the scores for pattern
1, sequencing consonants, decreased minimally (.3%) below those scores attained during
phase B, . This may be related to the inadvertent selection of more complex phonemes
and words during phase B, in an attempt to increase subject interest. A difference in peak
heights (Figure 3) was noted between the target patterns of Subject 2 and Subject 3,
suggesting a disparity in the amount of change that occurred for each pattern to that point.
Between subjects, a similar occurrence was noted in that Subject 1 attained greater
accuracy than Subject 2 on the same pattern over the same period of time. This is
probably due to the level at which the subjects were at developmentally in their
acquisition of phonological patterns and to the effectiveness of the treatment method for
that subject.
A parametric statistical analysis could not be performed as the continuous
measurement data were not normally distributed. Trends in the data just discussed were
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tested by submitting the probe data to a Friedman one-way Repeated Measures Analysis
of Variance (RM ANOVA) on Ranks The treatment data were compared across three
phases, B,, BC, and B2 The results indicated that the difference in the median accuracy
scores differed significantly [X2(2}=16.80; p < .001], The median data were similar to the
mean data previously discussed, and are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Median percentage accuracy for continuous measurement across phases.
Percent Correct

Target Process Median

B,

BC

B2

31.7

58.9

35.9

The Student-Newman-Keuls Method was used as a post-hoc comparison of
percentage accuracy medians to determine between which phases a significant difference
existed in the subjects’ performance.
Subject performance differed significantly (p<05) for the comparisons of phase B2
to BC and BC to B2. A significant difference did not exist between phase B, and B2
This analysis supports the findings that the addition of visual-gestural cuing to cycled
phonological intervention enhanced the subjects’ acquisition of target phonological
processes. That phase B, was not significantly different from phase B2 supports the
hypothesis that the visual-gestural cues functioned as a method to increase the use of
phonological patterns beyond the level established and maintained with cycled
intervention.

The Assessment of Phonological Processes - Revised (APP-R, Hodson, 1986)
measures the occurrences of phonological processes, the simplification strategies children
use during phonological development.

Data are presented as percentage-of-occurrence

of phonological processes, which are percent error data. Probe and continuous data,
presented perviously in the chapter, are percent correct data because phonological
patterns, as opposed to processes were measured. The APP-R was used to determine
progress towards the remediation of phonological processes in order to provide
information regarding the treatment effect. Results obtained for the subjects’ performance
on the target and control processes are reported in Figure 3 and Table 6. The APP-R was
administered three times during the study - prior to treatment (phase Aj), following the
visual-cuing phase of treatment (BC), and again after the completion of the first post
treatment baseline phase (A2). A percentage-of-occurrence score was obtained for all
target and control processes.
Figure 3 graphically presents the APP-R percentage-of-occurrence data of two
target processes and a control process across administrations for each subject. .All of the
target process scores were averaged across subjects at each point of assessment to obtain
a mean target process score. The control process scores were averaged to obtain a mean
control process score. The target process and control process average data are presented
in the bottom right graph of Figure 3 and following the individual data in Table 6.
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Subject 2

1
®
a
a

O
•

Target Process 1
Target Process 2
Control Process
Target Process Average
Control Process Average

2

3

1: Pre-treatment Administration
2: Post-cuing Phase Administration
3: Post-treatment Administration

Figure 3. APP-R Percentage Occurrence Data
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Table 6. Assessment of Phonological Pro >sses - Revised (APP-R) percentage-ofoccurrence scores for target and control pi nological processes obtained pre-treatment,
post-cuing phase, and post-treatment a.
„ individual subjects and then averaged
Percentage-of-Occurrence
Subject Target Process

Pre-treatment

Post-cuing Phase

Post-treatment

1

Cluster reduction
Liquid deletion (/l/)
Control (/r/)

48
91
90

25
64
95

30
73
95

2

Deletion of final consonants
Velar deletion (fronting)
Control (/r/)

77
86
95

58
82
90

65
91
95

3

Cluster reduction
Liquid deletion (/l/)
Control (/r/)

55
100
100

45
82
86

48
91
86

4

Cluster reduction
Stridency deletion
Control (/r/)

73
88
81

55
51
86

58
60
95

5

Stridency deviation
Liquid deviation (/l/)
Control (/r/)

30
100
71

12
82
67

14
91
71

Mean

Target Process
Control Process

74.8
87.4

55.6
84.8

62.1
88.4

The mean APP-R data demonstrate the general trends that occurred in the
individual subject data The average percentage-of-occurrence scores of the target
processes show a percentage decrease (19.2 %) when comparing administrations of the
APP-R prior to treatment (A,) and following the use of visual-gestural cues in intervention
(phase BC). Percentage decreases indicate improvement in the intelligibility of word
productions with concomitant increased usage of phonological patterns. This decrease in
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scores is due to both the presentation of cycled treatment in phase B, and to the additional
presentation of visual-gestural cues in phase BC.

The average then increased (6.5%)

between phase BC and the completion of the first post-baseline phase (A2) This increase
suggests a regression in the subjects’ ability to utilize phonological patterns The
difference in percentage-of-occurrence scores between the measures taken at the
completion of the visual-gestural cuing phase (BC) and at the end of the first post
treatment baseline phase (A2) is representative of a change due to the withdrawal of the
visual-gestural cues and to the withdrawal of the cycled intervention.
The post-treatment target process average scores (62.1) did not reach the level of
that measured pre-treatment (74 8). The improvement seen between phases A, and A2, or
the overall decrease in percentage-of-occurrence scores (12.7%), was 6.5 percent less
than that measured between phase A, and phase BC. This suggests that something must
have occurred between phase A, and BC to cause a greater decrease in percentage-ofoccurrence scores. One possibility for this greater decrease is the use of visual-gestural
cuing. Therefore, the visual-gestural cuing, which was introduced in phase BC, may have
caused the greater improvement. However, there are other possibilities for this difference.
The absence of measurements at phase B, and B2 do not permit concrete conclusions to be
drawn with regard to the effects of visual-gestural cuir.g This issue will be addressed in
the discussion.
The control process remained stable throughout testing, but at extreme scores
which may be due to the evaluation of patterns beyond the developmental capabilities of
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these subjects. For example, Subject 1 maintained a percentage-of-occurrence score
between ninety and ninety-five across administrations.
Examination of individual data shows that each subject demonstrated a decrease in
percentage-of-occurrence scores at the post-cuing phase. That is, both target
phonological processes show percentage decreases when comparing pre-treatment scores
and post-cuing phase scores

All subjects also showed a percentage increase for both

target phonological processes when comparing post-cuing phase scores and post
treatment scores. Differences did exist, however, in the amount of change that occurred
between phases. For Subject 2, the amount of change between phases for target process 2
(velar fronting) was so limited as to bring into question whether or not intervention
benefited this subject on this process. This is further manifested when comparing preand post-treatment percentage-of-occurrence scores. All target processes improved
overall and showed greater improvement when measured pre-treatment (A,) and postcuing (BC) than when measured pre-treatment (A,) and post-treatment (A2). An
exception to this is the comparison of percentage-of-occurrence scores obtained for
Subject 2 on target pattern 2. Pattern 2 exhibited regression beyond that measured prior
to treatment. The associated height of the scores for this process suggest that the
acquisition of the velar backing pattern was too complicated for this subject’s stage of
language development and was not an appropriate target for intervention.
Subject 5 demonstrated a variation from the mean percentage-of-occurrence trends
in the comparison of the post-cuing and post-treatment percentage-of-occurrence scores.
The increase in scores was minimal enough (2%) as to suggest a plateau of scores as
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opposed to an increase in scores This supports the earlier supposition that the withdrawal
of intervention before the subject has demonstrated sufficient acquisition of the pattern
causes the loss of the learning that had occurred. Subject 5 attained sufficient percentageof-occurrence (12%) at phase BC to demonstrate the acquisition of the pattern.
Therefore, no loss in learning occurred with the withdrawal of the visual-gestural cues
There is also variation between the target processes. This becomes apparent upon
the comparison of the percentage-of-occurrence scores for each target process on the
initial administration of the APP-R. Scores ranged from 30 percent occurrence for Subject
5 (target process 1-stridency deviation) to 100 percent occurrence also for Subject 5
(target process 2 - liquid IV deviation) and for Subject 3 (target process 2- liquid N
deletion). This reflects the amount of process suppression and adult pattern acquisition
that had occurred prior to intervention. Thus, for Subject 5, it was possible to almost
eliminate target process 1 in the time allotted because the developmental process of
suppressing stridency deviation had already begun. In contrast, those processes that could
not be eliminated initially demonstrated a high percentage-of-occurrence and, therefore, a
low level of suppression.
Control process scores were too high to accurately function as a control for all but
one subject. Due to the more moderate control process percentage-of-occurrence scores
for Subject 5, the process may have acted as a stable control.
The APP-R data were submitted to a one-way repeated measures analysis of
variance (RM ANOVA). A parametric test could be used as an analysis as data were
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normally distributed The test administration data were compared across three
presentations, one each during phases A, , BC, and A,
The results indicated that the differences between the means were greater than
would be expected by chance such that there was a statistically significant difference
[F(2,18)-34.98, p<001 ]. A pairwise multiple comparison procedure was conducted to
isolate the test administration or test administrations that differed significantly from the
others. A Tukey Test was conducted to determine which presentation differed
significantly. Table 7 presents the results of Tukey’s analysis.

Table 7. A comparison of APP-R test data between administrations and across subjects to
determine statistical significance.______ ______________________________________ _
Comparison

Difference of Means

p<0.05

Pre-treatment vs post-cuing

19.20

Yes

Pre-treatment vs post-treatment

12.70

Yes

6.5

Yes

Post-treatment vs post-cuing

Subject performance differed significantly (p< 05) for the comparisons of test
presentations pre-treatment to post-cuing phase, pre-treatment to post-treatment, and
post-cuing phase to post-treatment. That is, that percentage-of occurrence scores
decreased significantly post-cuing (A, to BC), increased significantly post-treatment (BC
to A2), and decreased significantly overall (A, to A2). The efficacy of phonological
intervention is supported by the findings in that a significant improvement in performance
occurred following the use of both cycled intervention and visual-gestural cuing This
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improvement is apparent not only in the pre-treatment phase to post-cuing phase decrease,
but also in the pre-treatment phase to post-treatment phase decrease No evidence is
provided to support the effectiveness of visual-gestural cuing due to the absence of
measurements isolating its use.
The APP-R not only provides data regarding the effect of intervention on the
target processes, but also provides data regarding the effect of intervention on those
processes that were not targeted. Phonological processes which do not receive direct
intervention may also show a decrease in occurrence This is due to their inadvertent
inclusion in the stimuli used during intervention to promote the targeted patterns. The
phonological process average (PPA) and the phonological deviancy score (PDS), further
analyses of the percentage-of-occurrence scores, are measures that include these processes
in their results.
To determine the PPA, the percentage-of-occurrence scores for the ten basic
omission and class deficiency processes are added together and divided by ten (Hodson,
1986). If a client’s PPA is less than 15, additional points are not added as the client
would not be a candidate for a comprehensive phonological approach. If the client
demonstrates the process of backing more than five times, a characteristic of the most
unintelligible children, five additional points are added to the PPA.
Age compensatory points are added to the PPA for children who are 4 years of age
or older to obtain a phonological deviancy score (PDS). These points are added as
follows: 4 year s of age - five points, 5 years of age - 10 points, 6 years of age - 15 points;
and 7 and above - 20 points. The addition of points to the PPA provide a way of
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indicating that an older child has a greater need for phonological intervention than a
younger child with similar occurrence scores. The use of mental ages for children with
cognitive disabilities are recommended. However in this study, points were added to the
PPA based on chronological age as mental age could only be assumed
The mean PPA and PDS data demonstrated trends similar to those seen in the
target process data The average PPA and PDS scores showed a percentage decrease
(8 48%) when comparing the administrations of the APP-R prior to treatment (A,) and
following the use of visual-gestural cues in intervention (BC). The average then increased
(2.60%) between phase BC and phase A2, the post-treatment measurement. A decrease
also occurred (5.88%) between the pre-treatment (A,) and post-treatment (A2 )
administrations.
The PPA and PDS data for the five subjects were separately submitted to multiple
t tests (df=4; p< 05) to determine whether or not the means were significantly different
from one another. Table 8 presents the PPA and PDS means and t-test results.
Table 8. A comparison of the APP-R Phonological Process Average (PPA) and Phonological
Deviancy Score (PDS) across test administrations to determine statistical difference._____________
PPA

PDS
Significance

Mean

t*

Significance

Comparison
(test administrations)

Mean

Pre-treatment and
Post-cuing phase

40.34 vs 31.86 5.23

<05

55.34 vs 44.86 3.84

<05

Pre-treatment and
Post-treatment

40.34 vs 34 46 7.51

<05

55.34 vs 49.46 7.51

<05

Post-cuing phase
and Post-treatment
*df=4

31.86 vs 34.46 -2.66

>.05

44.86 vs 49.46 -2,15

>.05

t*
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Subject performance, as determined by the PPA, differed significantly (p< 05) for
the comparisons of the pre-treatment and post-cuing phase test administration as well as
for the pre-treatment and post-treatment administrations. This coincides with the trends
noted for the previously discussed target process data. However, comparison of the postcuing phase and post-treatment phase PPA means did not differ significantly. That a
significant regression did not occur with the withdrawal of the treatment methods
indicates that learning was maintained during phases B2 and A2. Results are inconclusive as
to the cause of this plateau of performance. Analysis of PDS means show the same pattern
of significance.
The severity interval, derived from the PDS, is used clinically to indicate the
impact of phonological processes on speech intelligibility. These intervals are indicated in
Table 9.

Table 9. The Phonological Deviancy Score (PDS) and corresponding severity interval.
Phonological Deviancy Score

1-19 points
20-39 points

Severity Interval

Mild
Moderate

40-59 points

Severe

60 and above points

Profound
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intervals can be subdivided by designating the bottom five points within an interval
as being “low” and the top five points as “high” (Hodson, 1986, p.36) The individual
PDS and severity intervals are reported in Table 10.

Table 10. Phonological Deviancy Scores (PDS) and corresponding severity intervals
across subjects._____ ________________________________________________________
Pre-treatment

Post-cuing

Post-treatment

PDS Severity
Interval

PDS Severity
Interval

PDS Severity
Interval

Subject 1

51

Severe

44

Low-severe

45

Severe

Subject 2

73

Profound

65

Profound

68

Profound

Subject 3

44

Low-severe

39

Hi-Moderate

40

Low-severe

Subject 4

60

Profound

46

Severe

52

Subject 5

49

Severe

29

Moderate

41

Severe
Low-severe

The subjects’ severity intervals improved between the pre-treatment and postcuing phases, with the exception of Subject 2 whose severity remained the same.

The

intervals for Subjects 1, 3 and 5 dropped with the withdrawal intervention. Only Subject 4
and 5 showed overall improvement.
The PPA, PDS, and severity interval results are further indications of the
effectiveness of phonological intervention, including both cycled therapy and visualgestural cues

The qualitative data for this study consist of responses to items on a questionnaire
presented to parents or daycare workers of the five subjects (see Appendix E) There was
one respondent per subject. The purpose of the questionnaire was to ascertain the
perceptions of these individuals with regard to the effectiveness of visual-gestural cues and
their role in facilitating communication.
The parent or daycare worker, depending upon who observed intervention most
frequently, was asked a series of four questions with responses based on a four point scale
of occurrence. The responses to these questions can be found in Table 11.

Table 11. Responses of Parents (P) and Daycare Workers (D) to four questionnaire items
based on a four point scale of occurrence________________________________________
Rgspanses
Questions
I Did your child listen as the
clinician reviewed the word
list?
2 How often did your child
use the visual cues during
sessions with the clinician?

Always

Almost Always

D

P, D, P, P

P, D, P

Never

D, P

P, P, D, D, P

3. Did your child use the
visual cues at home or
at daycare?
4. Did you use the visual
cues with your child
at home or at daycare9

Almost Never

D, D, P

P

P
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One hundred percent of the respondents (N= 5 of 5) indicated that they feit that
the child always or almost always listened as the word list was read These findings
suggest that client attention did not interfere with the execution of this study and is, thus,
not a factor in interpretation of the results. The second question focused on the frequency
of the client’s use of the visual-gestural cues during the cuing phase treatment sessions.
Sixty percent of the answers ( N= 3 of 5) indicated that the visual cues were almost always
used during the cuing phase therapy sessions The responses made by Subject 3's daycare
worker and Subject 4’s parent reflect that these subjects almost never produced the visual
cues spontaneously without assistance. A hand-over-hand method of production was used
with these subjects which may have compensated for their lack of self-initiations. The one
hundred percent negative response (almost never) to the third question regarding the
child’s use of the visual cues outside of the treatment setting illustrated that the child’s
use of the cues was not generalized to the home or daycare environment. When asked if
the parent or daycare worker used the cues with the child, the responses varied. The two
daycare workers and one parent reported that they almost always used the cues whereas
two parents responded that they almost never or never used the cues with the child.
Four yes or no response type items were included on the questionnaire following
the four occurrence questions. Answers to these items are listed in Table 12. These
questions addressed the issues of perceived improvement, confusion, and generalization to
other environments. A question regarding future use addresses the practical use of this
cuing system
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Table 12 Responses of Parents (P) and Daycare Workers (D) to yes/no questions
Responses
Questions

1. Since the visual cues have been introduced
to your child, have you seen a difference
in your child’s speech0

Yes

No

P, P, P, D, D

2 Did the introduction of the new hand signs
used by the clinician during the study cause
your child any confusion?

P. P, P. D, D

3 Since the hand signs have been introduced
have you seen a difference in his or her
speech at home or at daycare?

P, P, P, D, D

4 Would you recommend the use of these
signs to another parent whose child has
speech difficulties0

P, P, P, D, D

Responses to the four questions listed in Tabie 12 were unanimous All of the
respondents to the first yes/no question agreed that the introduction of the visual cues
caused a difference in their child’s speech They also agreed that the hand signs did not
cause their child any confusion The three parents and two daycare workers also felt that a
difference in their child’s speech could be heard in the home or daycare environment This
indicates that the use of the phonological patterns that were acquired during t herapy
generalized beyond the specific therapy sett. >g. The respondents also felt that they would
recommend the use of the visual-gestural cues to other parents whose children had speech
difficulties
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Comments were requested regarding the effectiveness of the visual-gestural cuing
The responses included, "There is absolutely no doubt in my mind that the extra visual
cues work'”; ‘The cues helped the child focus and pronounce words more clearly”; “When
I used them (the cues) she had less difficulty”, “I will use some cues and signs until {the
child) is more understandable”, and “The four months of speech therapy along with the
cues has helped (the child) with problem sounds.”
In summary, reaction to the study and to the use of visual-gestural cues was
positive Parents and daycare workers indicated that their children benefited from the use
of the visual-gestural cues

Discussion
The results of this study support the hypothesis that visual-gestural cues were
effective. Broader implications beyond answering the current research question became
apparent as evidence was provided not only for the efficacy of visual-gestural cuing as an
augmentation to intervention, but also for the efficacy of phonological intervention in
general This is most clearly seen in the results obtained for the probe data. Continuous
measurement data provides verification only for the efficacy of visual-gestural cuing
APP-R data indicates the effectiveness of phonological intervention and with comparison
to the results obtained by analysis of the probe data, continuous data, rnd phonological
process average (PPA) data may indicate the effectiveness of visual-gestural cuing
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Measurement Data
A genera! trend .ouid be determined in the results of the probe data There was a
significant increase in percentage accuracy scores of targeted phonological patterns
between the baseline measurement phase (A, ) and the following cycled intervention phase
(B,). This indicates that cycled therapy had an effect. The increase in accuracy between
phases B, and BC (the visual-cuing phase) indicates that both cycled therapy and visualcuing had an effect. It is the significant decrease in accuracy following the withdrawal of
the visual cues in phase B2 that indicate? that visual-cuing has an effect

fhe lack of

change between the two cycled therapy phases (B, and B2) and the following baseline
phases (A2 and D) suggests that a ceiling was reached and maintained with the cycled
therapy The visual-cuing was superimposeu on the cycled therapy and allowed the ceiling
to rise. If therapy with cycled intervention had been continued, an increase in accuracy
may have occurred as children with cognitive challenges require a greater period of
learning time
Further evidence for the efficacy of visual gestural cuing is provided by the
continuous measurement data. Continuous data were collected only for phases B , BC,
and B2. Phase B, and B2 function as baseline measurements of accuracy for cycled
intervention as they represent pre- and post-cuing performance. Therefore, any changes
that occur between the cycled intervention phases and the additional use of visual-gestural
cu:ng in phase BC can only be caused by the use of visual-gestural cues A significant
increase in accuracy occurred from the end of phase B, through phase BC. This increase
in accuracy is representative of improvement in intelligibility due to the use of visual-
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gestural cues Accuracy decreased during phase B2 which is indicative of regression to
pre-cuing levels due to the withdrawal of the visual-gestural cues. The conclusion drawn
from the probe data trends was that the visual-gestural cues functioned as a method to
increase the use of phonological patterns beyond the level established and maintained with
cycled intervention. This is further supported by the continuous data through the
presence of a significant decrease between phase BC and phase B-, and through the lack of
a significant difference between phase B2 and phase B2 .
There is a similarity between the absolute values of the probe and continuous
measurement data. However, there were differences in the methods used to gather the
data. Continuous measurement occurred during phonological intervention activities
designed to promote the production of target patterns or during general language
activities. Probe measurements were collected in test-like situations with no reinforcement
for accurate performance That two different methods *

easurement are able to provide

similar values strengthens the argument that these two data types are parallel and can,
therefore, be compared.
APP-R findings support the efficacy of phonological intervention through the
significant decreases in the percentage-of-occurrence of targeted phonological processes
between phase A, and phase BC and between phase A, and phase A2 These decreases
indicate increased usage of phonological patterns and increased intelligibility due to the
combined effects of cycled intervention and visual-gestural cuing. However, due to the
absence of a measurement at the completion of phase B2, no concrete conclusions can be
drawn regarding the efficacy of visual-gestural cuing. The difference between the overall
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improvement (A, to A2) and the improvement measured post-cuing (Akto BC) may
provide one possible explanation for the existence of an experimental treatment effect A
greater accuracy obtained post-cuing than that obtained overall may indicate that the
visual-gestural oies introduced in phase BC were the cause of this greater improvement.
This is because an equivalent or almost equivalent regression to the improvement should
occur with the rapid withdrawal of the cues in phase B2. Therefore, the accuracy at B,
should equal that at phase B2, suggesting that performance due to cycled intervention was
maintained and improved upon during the visual-cuing phase . This equivalent regression
was indicated by the absence of a significant difference between phase B, and B2 in the
probe and continuous d a ta . According to the Behavioraiist perspective, the regression is
caused by the withdrawal of the training cues before the subject has been able to
generalize the use of phonological patterns to treatment in which the cues are not
presented. That a significant decrease did occur in the APP-R data during the withdrawal
phases as measured at A2 supports this theory. This is further demonstrated in the
comparison of the APP-R results obtained for target process data and for the phonological
process average (PPA).
PPA data represent a combination of percentage-of-occurrence scores for those
processes that did receive intervention with visual-gestural cues as well as for those
processes that did not. This additional measure was included as phonological intervention
can cause changes in processes not directly targeted through their inadvertent inclusion in
therapeutic activities. A significant decrease in PPA scores occurred for the comparisons
of the pre-treatment and post-cuing phase administrations (A, to BC) as well as for the
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pre-treatment and post-treatment phase administrations (A, to A, ). This indicates that
i emediation occurred for all of the phonological processes tested during the intervention
phases (B, and BC) and was maintained through a period of no intervention In contrast
to the target process data, a significant regression did not occur with the withdrawal of the
treatment methods for the PPA data The only difference that existed in the PPA data that
could cause this lack of similarity is the inclusion of the processes that did not receive
visual-gestural cuing These processes showed improvement due to cycled intervention as
they could not have been affected by the target pattern specific cues. The processes that
did not receive the experimental treatment probably experienced the therapeutic ceiling at
the end of phase Bt that was demonstrated by the probe data in Figure 1. This ceiling
counter-balanced the regression occurring in the target processes that was due to the rapid
withdrawal of the visual-gestural cues, resulting in a plateau of PPA data. Therefore, the
lack of a significant increase in the PPA scores during the withdrawal phases and the
presence of an opposing significant increase in the target pattern percentage-of-occurrence
scores suggest that there was an experimental treatment effect for the use of visualgestural cuing.
As indicated previously, there are alternative interpretations for these data with
regard to the effectiveness of visual-gestural cuing due to the lack of additional
measurements taken at phase B. and, particularly, at phase B2. A plateau of target process
data between phase BC and B2 may have occurred as a result of the continued effect of the
visual-gestural cues. This could have been followed by a decrease due to withdrawal of
cycled intervention. The combination of these two effects would also have the
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appearance of an overad decline between phase BC and A, This alternative interpretation
would thus disqualify the interpretation of the PPA data.

limitations
A number of limitations to this study are apparent. One of these was the small
number of subjects. It is difficult to generalize results to a wider population when the
sample size is small. The restricted number of targeted phonological processes is
associated with the small size of the sample. Therefore, not all of the visual-gestural cues
developed by Flake (1990) and extended by Steen (1992) could be used in this study.
Results cannot be generalized to the two cues (continuancy and sequencing syllables)
which were not included in the study.
The heterogeneous nature of the subjects’ performance suggests that the selection
o f target patterns and phonemes within those patterns may have affected the subjects’
progress. In an effort to make intervention continually interesting and challenging for
subjects who demonstrated differences in the degree of their existing communication
disorder and in their cognitive ability, phonemes too difficult for the subject to produce
may have been chosen. Thus, the continuous data may have been influenced by the
selection of target patterns and phonemes. As well, the author’s growth as a clinician may
have impacted the collection of data and the deliverance of treatment.
Non-parametric statistical analyses were used for the probe and continuous
measurement data because the data violated the assumption of normal distribution.
Nonparametric tests are less powerful than the more commonly used parametric tests and
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are more likely to cause the researcher to commit a Type II error (Gay, 1987). A Type II
error occurs when the researcher concludes that the difference between the means is large
enough to be attributed to chance (significant) when it is not large enough (not
significant). It is more difficult to prove significance with a nonparametric test at a given
level of probability a: it usually requires a larger sample size to reach the same level of
significance (Gay, 1987)
Extreme scores occurred for the control process data on all measurements. As the
pattern selected as a control for each subject may have been too difficult to acquire, the
effectiveness of the pattern to function as a measure of no treatment was questionable.
Differences in the amount of change that occurred between the two target patterns
for the same subject were demonstrated across all methods of measurement. Differences
in the amount of change between two subjects on the same target pattern were also
demonstrated. This is indicative of the subjects’ level of phonological development which
affects the degree to which intervention will be effective.
The time allotted for intervention was also a limitation From the clinical
perspective, the addition of visual-gestural cues was efficacious. However, upon the
removal of cues the subjects regressed. In a clinical setting, the clinician would want to
continue the cues for a greater length of time until a percentage-of-accuracy was reached
indicating that the phonological pattern had been acquired. The cues would then need to
be gradually withdrawn until production was no longer dependent upon their use.
As well, an extension of the final phonological intervention phase may have caused
increases beyond the ceiling demonstrated in the data.
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The lack of a formal measurement at the B, and B2 phases did not allow for the
same clarity of results in the interpretation of the APP-R that occurred for the probe and
continuous measurement data However, continued presentation of an assessment such
as the APP-R may entail an effect, thereby reducing the validity of the test. Therefore, a
possible solution to this may be an extended and more formalized probe list.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was designed to examine the efficacy of a visual-gestural cuing system
for the remediation of phonological processes in the speech of young children with Down
syndrome. Each subject in this study received intervention for the remediation of
phonological disorders. Intervention followed a treatment program that consisted of the
use of both the Hodson’s cycles approach and visual-gestural cuing to promote the
targeted phonological patterns.
The phonological performance of the five subjects, who were between the ages of
five and eight years, was initially assessed through the administration of the Assessment of
Phonological processes-Re vised (APP-R, Hod son, 1986) during the first session of
intervention. Re-evaluation occurred following the presentation of the visual-gestural
cues and during the last session of the first-post-treatment baseline phase. Continuous
measurement data consisted of ongoing monitoring of the production of the targeted
patterns. Probe data measured subject performance on a thirty-word probe list which was
constructed to contain an equal number of occurrences of the target and control patterns
These lists were administered daily during each phase in order to obtain a daily percentage
of correct productions. Qualitative data were collected using questionnaires designed to
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elicit the perceptions of caregivers with regard to the use of visual-gestural cuing during
intervention.
The following results and conclusions were obtained from this study investigating
the efficacy of using a visual-gestural cuing system for the remediation of phonological
processes:
1. Overall, this study provided evidence supporting the use of visual-gestural cues
in the remediation of phonological processes in the speech of young children
with Down syndrome
2. The quantitative data revealed significantly improved subject performance due
to the use of visual-gestural cues and to the generalized use of phonological
intervention.
3. The qualitative data indicated that parents and daycare workers perceived
an improvement in the intelligibility of their child’s speech due to the use of
visual-gestural cues.
4. A systematic time-series research paradigm can be successfully used to assess
the clinical efficacy of visual-gestural cues in reducing the common occurrence
o f unintelligible speech in children with Down syndrome.

Conclusions
The results obtained in this study support the hypothesis that the visual-gestural
hand signs developed by Flake (1990) and extended by Steen (1992) were effective in
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remediating the phonological processes in the speech of young children with Down
syndrome. Results also indicated the efficacy of phonological intervention in general

Recommendations
The following is a list of recommendations for future research based on the
efficacy of visual-gestural cuing:
1. Conduct further studies, using this and other time-series paradigms, with a
larger number of subjects in order to unambiguously establish whether this
visual-gestural cuing system is efficacious
2. Replicate this study with a more homogeneous group of subjects.
3 Replicate this study using a different population of subjects (i .e. dysarthria,
developmental apraxia)
4. Conduct further investigations which employ a longer time frame to allow for
the elimination of phonological processes through the use of visual-gestural
cues.
5. Implement a different research design or intervention approach to determine
if the results obtained in this study are generalizable to different research and
clinical contexts.
6. Replicate this study using ali of the visual-gestural cues that have been
developed.
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PARENTAL PERMISSION FORM
You and your child are invited to participate in a study involving the use of a visualgestural cuing system during clinical services. The purpose of this study is to
determine the effectiveness of hand signals in correcting the sound errors in the speech
of your child. This srudy is being conducted by me, Jennifer Barthe!, and 1 am a
graduate student at the University of North Dakota in the Department of
Communication Disorders.
The Assessment of Phonological Processes-Revised. a twenty-minute test to determine
what sound errors are present in your child’s speech, will be administered to your
child. This is a play-type procedure during which your child will name common
objects. Your child will then receive intervention for those errors as well as for any
existing language problems. During the four months of clinical services, visualgestural cues corresponding to the correct speech sound will be introduced to see if
these cues enhance your child’s speech production. At any time you wish you may
observe you child’s intervention sessions and, therefore, the use of the cuing system.
You will be provided with diagrams and descriptions of die visual-gestural cues so that
you may see how and when they are performed.
if you choose to allow your child to participate in this study, then at the conclusion 1
will ask you to complete a brief written questionnaire. 1 will want to know if you feel
that the visual-gesturai cues corrected your child’s production cf specific sound
patterns
Your name and that of your child will not be associated with the information that is
obtained through this study. The identity of your child will be known only to the
investigator and to the thesis advisor, who will ensure confidentiality.
If you decide to permit your child to participate, you and your child are free to
discontinue participation at any time without prejudice.
You are encouraged to ask any questions concerning this study that you may have at the
present time or in the future Questions may be asked by contacting Jennifer Barthel
at(204) 257-3783, or Dr. John Madden and Dr. Carla Hess at (701) 777-3232.
Along with the following consent form, you will be asked to complete an
authorization for the release of confidential records such as clinical files which contain
background medical information, school records, and progress reports from previous
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intervention which must be reviewed to insure compliance with certain prerequisite
criteria. As well, an authorization for the use of audio-visual recordings must also be
completed as recordings will be made during treatment sessions to assist in the analysis
process. All recordings will be kept confidential and will be destroyed through erasure
following the completion of the study.

sC*********************** ******** *********!!-.*#***********************
I have read all of the above information and willingly agree to have my child
participate in the study explained to me.
Child’s N am e:____________________________ Phone

_______________

Parent/Guardian Signature:__________________________________________
Date:
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AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS
Nam e:_______________________

Birth D a te :_________________

A ddress:_____________________

P h o n e :____________________

INFORMATION TO BE RELEASED FROM:

INFORMATION TO BE RELEASED TO:

1 ._____________________________
Name

■itnnifetBgrlh d____________
Name

Street Address

7 Lakemere P l a c e ___________
Street Address

City

Winnipeg. MB
R2J 2T6
City
Province Postal Code

Province

Postal Code

2 ___________________________________
Name

Street Address

City

Province

Postal Code

Jennifer Barthel, graduate student in speech language pathology, is hereby authorized to
receive pertinent information concerning the individual named above to assist with the
completion of her thesis.

D a te :______________ _________ S ig n a tu re :_____________________________
Relationship_______________________
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AUTHORIZATION FOR THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL RECORDINGS

Re: ___________________________________
I, the undersigned, agree to the origination and use of any sound recordings or
videotapes concerning the above person in order to facilitate the necessary scientific
puiposes of the research study being conducted by Jennifer Barthel.
I understand that due discretion will be used in the production of such materials.
All recordings will be kept confidential and will be destroyed through erasure following
the completion of the study.

Signature

Relationship

Witness

Date

APPENDIX B
SAMPLE PROBE LISTS
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Probe List W ords for Subject 1

Date:
Phase:
C lient:

Liquid Deviation
1.

swat

+ -

1.

lick

+ -

1.

ring

2.

sweet

+ -

2.

lease

+ -

:2.

rat

3.

skip

+ -

3.

loop

+ -

3.

red

4.

skim

+ -

4.

load

+ -

5.

stem

+ -

5.

cool

+ -

:5.

rug

6.

stuck

+ -

6.

seal

+ -

i6.

race

7

spit

+ -

7.

whale

+ -

7.

run

8.

spill

+ -

8.

fuel

4- -

8.

rake

9.

snow

+ -

9.

toll

+ -

'9.

rip

10. smash

+ -

10. boil

+ -

10. rose

ft

correct -

ft

correct

rope

ft

correct
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Probe List W ords for Subject 2

Date:
Phase:
C lient:

Final Consonant Deletion

Velar Deviation

Qmirol

1.

cap

+ -

1.

cat

+ -

i.

ring

+ -

2.

soup

+ -

2.

kite

+ -

:2.

rat

+ -

3.

web

F -

3.

come

+ -

3.

red

+ -

4.

bib

+ -

4.

cookie

+ -

4.

npe

+ -

5.

hat

+ -

5.

cup

+ -

5.

rug

+ -

6.

boat

+ -

6.

game

-i- -

6.

race

+ -

7.

home

+ -

7.

girl

+ -

7.

run

+ -

8.

name

+ -

8.

good

+ -

8.

rake

+ -

9.

dress

+ -

9.

goat

+ -

9.

rip

+ -

+ -

10. gum

+ -

10. rose

10. miss

ft

correct =

# correct =

tt

correct =

+ -

Probe List W ords for Subject 3

Date:
Phase:
C lient:

Cluster Reduction

Liquid Deviation

1.

sweet

+ -

1.

lean

+ -

1.

ring

2.

skip

+ -

2.

lick

+ -

:2.

rat

3.

stem

+ -

3.

leg

+ -

:3.

red

4.

spit

+ -

4.

lace

+ -

4.

rope

5.

snow

+ -

5.

luck

+ -

:5. rug

6.

smash

+ -

6.

loop

-f -

i6. race

7.

sleep

+ -

7.

low

+ -

1.

8.

quiet

+ -

8.

log

+ -

i1. rake

9.

desk

+ -

9.

light

+ -

<9. rip

+ -

10. loud

+ -

10. rose

10. cats

# correct --

U

correct =

Control

U

run

correct
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Probe List W ords for Subject 4

Date:
Phase:
C lient:

Control

O uster Reduction

Stridency Deviation

1.

swat

+

1.

sick

+ -

1.

ring

+

2.

sweet

+

2.

sip

+ -

2.

rat

+

3.

skip

+

3.

zoo

+ -

3.

red

+

4.

skim

+

4.

zip

+ -

4.

rope

+

5.

stem

+

5.

fit

+ -

5.

rug

+

6.

stuck

4-

6.

fun

+ -

6.

race

+

7.

spoke

+

7.

vat

+ -

7.

run

+

8.

speck

+

8.

vow

,i_
i _

8.

rake

+

9.

snow

+

9.

shop

+ -

9.

rip

+

10. smash

+

10. shock

+ -

10. rose

it

correct =

tf

correct =

# correct =

-f
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Probe List W ords for Subject 5

Date:
Phase:
C lient:

Control

Liquid Deviation

Stridency, Deviation

1.

lip

4- -

1.

sad

4- -

1.

ring

4- -

2.

leak

+

-

2.

mice

+

-

2.

rat

+ -

3.

lamb

4- -

3.

zoo

4- -

3.

red

+

4.

lake

4

-

4.

bees

+

-

4.

rope

4- -

5.

tell

+

~

5.

farm

4- -

5.

rug

-1- -

6.

pill

+

-

6.

beef

4- -

6.

race

4- -

7.

mail

4- -

7.

van

4- -

7.

run

4- -

8.

feel

+

-

8.

dove

f

-

8.

rake

4- -

9.

clap

+

-

9.

ship

4

-

9.

rip

4- .

10. slow

tt correct =

4- -

10. wish

tt correct _

4- -

10. rose

it correct =

-

4- -

A P P E N D IX C

SAMPLE DAILY WORD LIST
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T r a c k in g o f D aily T a rg et W o rd s for S u b je ct 1

D ate:___________________ Phase:____________________ Client Initials
Process 1 Cluster Reduction
Target Sound
/sk1________
Words: _____skunk_____ + + + + + + + + + +

-[- + + + + + + + + +

____ school____

+ + + + + + + + -++

++++++++++

_____skin______

-*-+ + -r4- + + + + +

++++++++++

_____scarf _____

++++++++++

+ + + + -(- + + + + +

++ + + + + + + + +

++++++++++

skirt_____

(# of correct responses) / (# of total responses) X 100% = ________
Process 2 __LjijUld_D£ylMiQIL_
Targei Sound_____ ZSZ_ _ _ _ _ _
Words: ____ pool______+

++++++++ +

++++++++++

mail______

++++++++++

++++++++++

wheel

++++++++++

++++++++++

____ doll______+• + + + + H—I—h + +

++++++++++

ill________ + + + + + + + + + +

+ + -t- + + + + + + +

(# of correct responses)/(# of total responses) X 100% = ________

A P P E N D IX D

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SEVEN VISUAL-GESTURAL
HAND SIGNS
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si
SIGH A:

LIQUIDITY

illustration

1

S-4

SIGN B:

SEQUENCING SYLLABLES

Illustration

2

SIGN C:

STRIDENCY

Illustration

3

Sf'

SIGN D:

CLOSED SYLLABLES

Illustration

4

Illustration

5

88

SIGN F:

BACKING

Illustration 6

I i iu s t r a t

1o n

7

APPENDIX E
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Child’s N a m e :_________________
1. What percentage of time were you able to understand your child before intervention
began in January/? ____ Now? _____
2. Please circle a number in response to each of the questions below:
1 - always 2 - almost always 3 - almost never 4 - never
a) Did your child listen as the clinician
reviewed the word list?

1 2

3 4

b) How often did your child use the visual
cues during sessions with the clinician?

1 2

3 4

c) Did your child use the visual cues at
home? (If so, in what situations did
he/she use them?)

1 2

3 4

d) Dia you use the visual cues with your
child at home?
(If so, how did it help you and your child
communicate?)

1 2

3 4

Since the visual cues have been introduced to your child, have you seen a difference
in your child’s speech?
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Did the introduction of the new hand signs used by the clinician during the study
cause your child any confusion? Please explain:

Since the signs have been introduced to your child have you seen a difference in his
or her speech at home?

Would you recommend the use of these signs to another parent whose child has
speech difficulties?

Please add any comments that you may have about the use of visual cues with your
child.

Thank you for your participation.

As taken from Sawatzky, 1996
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